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C H A P T E R  4

when faCTs maTTer and when They don’T

New lobbyists presume lawmaking is rational and that technical facts 
and studies are persuasive. However, in practice the value of technical 
facts and studies ranges from zero to critical. Zero most of the time 
because few in the legislature have specialized knowledge sufficient to 
understand the scientific, social, legal, and economic details of the myr-
iad of complex issues facing the state with which facts and studies deal. 

Occasionally technical studies do become important; not as coolly 
cogent tools but rather as political weapons to be used, offensively or 
defensively. Studies gain critical legislative importance when — nor-
mally in response to political attack — the legislature asks the highly 
educated experts employed by state executive agencies to comment on 
a bill’s technical foundation. 

Yet, a bill still needs a respectable set of facts in support; not a full 
blown study, just a decent set of facts. These facts do not persuade as 
much as give political cover to supporters backing the position. 

However, at this point don’t fret over the lesser importance of technical 
information in lawmaking. Generally lawmakers leave to state execu-
tive agencies the details of implementing legislative policy via agency 
rulemaking in which technical facts and studies matter greatly. 
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lawmaking is logiCal bUT irraTional

The formal legislative process is logical in that it is step-by-step. A 
state’s formal legislative procedure is found in the legislature’s joint 
rules, chamber rules, and individual committee rules. States commonly 
publish their own state-specific flow charts. All bills start at the first 
box on the chart and those that succeed end up at the last box. 

However, just because it is logical and step-by-step doesn’t mean the 
process is technical, fact-based, or even rational. The making of laws 
is not rational in large part because legislators do not have the time, 
interest, or technical backgrounds to read, much less assimilate, tech-
nical materials. Lawmaking proceeds in a logical manner but within a 
volatile context in which most lawmakers never read the bills on which 
they vote, much less understand them if they do. Perhaps this is why 
President James Buchanan said, “Abstract propositions should not be 
discussed by a legislative body.”60

The legislaTive proCess is based 
on poliTiCal self-inTeresT

Politics is based on an almost, but not quite, quid pro quo system. “You 
help me, and I help you” is the primary unwritten and unspoken polit-
ical rule. The exchange is never mentioned; any hint of it could be 
considered bribery and destroy legislators’ and lobbyists’ careers. 

Most legislators act in their own self-interests, the interests of their 
important supporters, voters, and perhaps constituents. A legislator’s 
purpose is to gain political advantage, followed by benefiting the great-
est number of lawmakers in his or her party, followed by helping his or 
her supporters, followed by promoting the well-being of his or her dis-
trict, and, finally, benefiting the state. Benjamin Franklin said, “Would 
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you persuade, speak of Interest, not Reason.”61 The importance of tech-
nical materials can be summarized as, “Facts don’t vote.”62

bills sTill need faCTUal sUpporT

Although facts do not garner votes, lobbyists cannot ignore them. A 
bill must have a sufficiently sound technical foundation to protect sup-
portive legislators from embarrassment and shame lawmakers who 
don’t know the facts. Lawmakers trust lobbyists to present them with 
substantive bills supported by solid technical information. Buttressing 
is necessary so if anyone were actually to read the bill and background 
material, then supporting it would make good sense.

While discussing the technical side of bills with lawmakers is unlikely, 
advocates nevertheless need to be prepared to do so. To illustrate, I 
was lobbying Michigan State Senator Vern Ehlers. New to my job, I 
had not yet learned to thoroughly research my customer before mak-
ing the sales call. Sen. Ehlers has a Ph.D. in nuclear physics from the 
University of California, Berkeley. He asked me extremely detailed, 
technical questions most people could not answer. Fortunately, I am 
an engineer as well as a lawyer, and I knew my technical and legal facts 
pretty well. Even so, he stumped me on a few questions. This exam-
ple underscores the need to be prepared to answer difficult technical 
questions, if not from legislators, then from agencies’ technical advisors. 

Presenting a bad set of facts is the equivalent of lying. In a system 
running on trust, all it takes to destroy trust is one lie, one half-truth, 
one instance of “technically accurate but not totally forthright,” or one 
failure to clear up a misunderstanding on the part of a legislator. 

Ultimately, political not technical facts matter. Legislators want to 
know there is agreement among the parties before they decide to vote. 
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The most vote-getting factual testimony to a legislative committee 
simply is, “All parties interested in this bill agree on the draft before 
you.” The legislative lexicon in Virginia and a few other states expresses 
the idea this way, “There is peace in the valley.” 

legislaTUres are swamped wiTh more 
informaTion Than They Can proCess

Of the hundreds to thousands of bills in a legislature during a four-
week to six-month session, how many bills can legislators review, much 
less understand? Some bills are the size of small telephone books and 
deal with arcane topics. There is just too much information and too lit-
tle time and expertise to process facts. Legislative committees at times 
welcome technical help. That’s why they listen to lobbyists and their cli-
ents. For example, former Congressman William Clay said, “Without 
the information provided by business, labor and special interest group 
lobbyists, we could not pass legislation that does the least amount of 
harm to the fewest people.”63 Clients help legislators first as technical 
experts, and lobbyists help them primarily as political experts. 

Regardless of state, lobbying materials have to help legislators. If mate-
rials don’t help legislators and especially staffs do their jobs, they will 
have little interest in them.

Lobbyists visit the 10 to 20 percent of lawmakers who matter to 
them; associations flood the state legislature on their annual “Lobby 
Days” creating a human cacophony of teams of three to five advocates 
meeting with every legislator, including the irrelevant 80 to 90 per-
cent. They hand deliver to legislators and staff white papers, kits, and 
brochures that are often ignored or glanced over. In addition, groups 
from each district visit their legislative delegation, leaving their sup-
porting documents. Legislative offices receive letters from constituents, 
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nonconstituents, regulatory agencies, and special interests. Major lob-
bying organizations prepare studies adding to the stacks. Gratuitous 
materials are dropped off by those thinking legislators and their staffs 

“ought to read” them or “might find them interesting.” Other people 
send e-mails and faxes. The legislature is bursting with information 
for which there is not enough time, interest, or technical background 
to process.

Staff generally prefers electronically delivered information: “If you want 
to get your message to my boss, you better get it to me in a format I 
can cut and paste.”64 At the same time, however, electronic delivery 
makes ignoring materials easier. A member of the Florida House of 
Representatives told me he loves electronic communications because 
he goes through his inbox and deletes e-mails from everyone he doesn’t 
know. Electronic communications allow legislators and staff to say 
studies or communications never arrived. 

Finally, staff usually wants no more information than is absolutely nec-
essary. A former Oregon legislative staffer once said to me, “Bob, no 
more than three bullet points. That’s all I need.” Give them what they 
need, no more.

TeChniCal sTUdies as poliTiCal Tools

If most legislators don’t read bills, why would we think they would 
read supporting studies? So, what use are studies? In short, they are 
used as political weapons. “In politics, evidence is typically used as 
a weapon—mangled and used selectively to claim that it supports a 
politician’s predetermined position that is policy-based evidence, not 
evidence-based policy.”65 The impact of facts depends on a legislator’s 
bias in favor of or against a position. Favorable facts bolster and protect 
supporters. The same facts threaten neutral and opposing legislators for 
ignoring them.
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In reality, technical facts are largely “media rhetoric” but don’t win votes. 
Legislators don’t need to understand technical details to enact policy 
into law, and most statutes lack detail for a good reason: Legislators 
don’t want to get into the particulars for both political and technical 
reasons. State agencies wade into the particulars and fill in the blanks 
in the rulemaking process.

TeChniCal sTUdies are poliTiCally risky

Too much information can become politically risky. First, a study may 
provoke other special interests to produce rebutting studies. The flood 
of information may bog down the lawmaking process thereby gener-
ating hostility towards advocates and their bill; perhaps to the point 
both become too much trouble for the legislature to consider further.

The agency may be annoyed having to process technical matters 
which is better done in the “facts and law” “take all the time your need” 
rulemaking process rather than in the “facts don’t vote” “there is too 
little time” politics of the legislature. A study may shift the emphasis 
from the political to the technical thereby giving the agency, especially 
a hostile one, too much influence over your bill. 

Studies may produce information harmful to supporters. The media 
may become involved. Advocates may end up losing what control of 
the narrative they had. 

The legislature is a policy body that likely won’t be interested in or ben-
efit from detailed technical information. Studies are not for legislatures, 
they are for agencies.
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TeChniCal sTUdies are for agenCies

Legislators and staff probably are not going to read studies. However, if 
it seems important enough, the legislature may ask the agency respon-
sible for implementing a proposed law to comment on it. The agency 
knows if a bill becomes law, then it will have to deal with the study in 
rulemaking. The state’s Administrative Procedure(s) Act requires the 
agency consider all technical information placed into the rulemaking 
record. By providing studies to agencies early, and if they are substan-
tive enough, they may influence both legislative and agency lawmaking.

It is important to gain as much agency support as possible and resolve 
agency objections before committees of jurisdiction consider a bill. 
Therefore, after taking the political risk to do a study, it makes sense to 
give it to the appropriate agency long before giving it to the legislature. 
In addition, it is wise to offer the agency an opportunity for the tech-
nical experts who prepared the study to meet with agency technical 
experts to woo the agency to their views.

If the agency considers a study useful in advancing what the agency 
wants, it may recommend the study favorably to the legislature. With 
agency support the legislature will likely vote favorably. Legislatures 
seldom oppose agency technical recommendations.

On the other hand, if the agency opposes a bill, it is almost impossible 
to overcome agency opposition in the legislature, before the Governor, 
or in the rulemaking process. If an agency’s experts read the study and 
tell the legislature it is flawed or worse, an advocate could be labeled a 
liar, credibility damaged, and, if the damage is severe enough, he or she 
might as well abandon the lobbying effort. 
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The lobbyisT’s role in deCiding Upon a ClienT’s sTUdy

A lobbyist’s counsel is critical to the client in determining whether or 
not to produce a study; and if so, to what degree of detail. Studies can 
be expensive and as noted above generally are quite unnecessary legis-
latively. But occasionally studies do become indispensable, especially 
in big legislative fights.

A good set of bullet points could be sufficient, rather than commission-
ing a full-blown study. Could a study be delayed until the enacted law 
more clearly defines study parameters appropriate for agency rulemak-
ing? In both legislative and agency fora, will studies be unnecessary or 
critical? Will your study lead to the production of counter information 
harmful to you?

Because technical studies can be quite expensive and politically risky, 
a lobbyist’s knowledge of the capital, key lawmakers and their staffs, 
agency staff, special interests, and process has significant political and 
economic consequences. Excessive information will be ignored for 
being too labor intensive to process. Less is more.

sUmmary ChapTer 4

Technical, legal, and economic studies have limited applicability in the 
legislative process. Legislators do not have the time, interest, or tech-
nical backgrounds to evaluate studies much less impartial facts. They 
first vote political facts, that is, the political costs-benefits to themselves. 

However, lobbyists and clients must provide sound technical founda-
tions for the actions they want lawmakers to take. This avoids embar-
rassing legislators down the line. Failing to reveal a bill’s weak technical 
foundation is the same as lying. It is the lobbyist’s and client’s job to be 
honest, accurate, and credible.
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While most legislators do not understand technical matters, agency 
staffs do. Agency expert opinions count with legislators, and their rec-
ommendations to the legislature can make or break a bill.

While most lawmakers are law abiding, some become corrupted by the 
capital. In our next chapter, we discuss power and corruption among 
legislators. 
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